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brand insight + strategy
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Simply put, this is the most important part of ANY project: the 
insight. It is the building blocks, the foundation. It is the smaller 
pieces of information that make the brand di!erent – like the 
toppings that make the whole dessert come together. 

This phase allows us to gain a complete understanding of 
Sprinkle Delights and the dessert topping category. Our goal 
is to gather all the information necessary through a series of 
questions, interviews, and possibly surveys to better understand 
the creative direction. This may just be THE most important phase 
of our process. Insight leads creativity!

research+formulate

Purpose and Importance: Gather, Discover, Define
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Examples of the process and questions we will work through to define 
the Sprinkle Delights brand.

What should the customer come to know about you/know you for?who are you?

Why do you exist?mission + purpose

Identify between the main 12brand archetype

How do the products relate to the master brand?brand architecture

What is the key di!erence between you and your competitors. Hint: it’s in your branding.point of difference

Where customer reality and customer truth meet the view of your company. human truth
How does it relate to me? How does it make me feel? Where does it transport me to?

The basic human emotion you will feel in an ideal future. How do you make the customer feel brand vision
when they engage with you/your product?

The inside must match the outside. Your brand must resonate and be embodied by your employees.culture
They are walking logos.

Your unique point of di!erence among your competitors/in the market and the value you provide aposition
defined customer.



Brand Identity +
Retail Packaging
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This phase will begin with Arthur Elliott crafting multiple concepts that we believe 
fit your spirit. We will then present mood boards, color palettes, textures, fonts, 
and mockups to make sure our visions align and are reflective of the building 
blocks that were created in Phase 1. 

We then use that brand identity to craft packaging that will stand out from the 
crowd and utilize any pertinent insight to craft a brand story around this packaging 
that resonates with consumers. Your brand story needs to di!erentiate you from 
all the other sprinkles in the world!

Once all assets have been approved, we will create the recipe book – “Sprinkle 
Delights Brand Guidelines.” These guidelines will ensure that the brand remains 
consistent across all platforms. It feels the same. Sounds the same. And if you 
close your eyes and just listen to it, you know it’s Sprinkle Delights.

spirit+vibe

Purpose and Importance: Create the Visual Marks



Brand implementation
+ retail digital plan
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When the sprinkles are added, the dessert is ready to be 
shared with friends. This is when the new brand of Sprinkle 
Delights is ready to fly o! the shelves.

a sprinkle of life

Purpose and Importance: Bringing the brand to life… and to shelves
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Retail Digital Plan

Acquire retail shelf space

Drive attributable store visits to propose stocking Sprinkle Delights at Harris Teeter

Harris Teeter Store Visits

Consumer purchase from retailer

You’re a special sprinkle! And grocery stores across America 
should stock the sprinkle brand that is an integral part of happy 
memories. Here’s how to help sell them in every grocery store.

goal #1

objective

measurable conversions

goal #2
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Strategy

Curate an audience of potential consumers around each Harris Teeter. Deliver static, 
animated, or dynamic banner ads to relevant users in the Charlotte Metro area or market of 
choice.  

The ads will be served to users via websites and apps, across all devices.

When an ad exposure occurs, the user will be tracked to measure if a Harris Teeter store 
visit occurs.

A store visit after an ad exposure will be attributed as a conversion resulting from the 
campaign.

Provide data back to Harris Teeter on how many visits, to their stores, you drove through 
your ads.

We can target audiences we know are most likely to buy sprinkles:
Avid Bakers
Cooking Show Enthusiasts
High Frequency Grocery Store Shoppers
Store A"nity: Harris Teeter
Mothers with children under 18
Grandmothers with grandchildren under 18
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Results

We will measure ad-served impressions - 100,000 impressions per store.

Reported store visits 
KPI Measurements

$1,000 per store, $10,000 minimum

Cost per click
Click-through rate 
Cost per conversion
Conversion rate
Cost per thousand impressions
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